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.*.

THIS ELE PAK IS A COM RATIVE STUDY OF DISTINCTLY'DIFFERENT BOTI COMMUNITIES.-s
IT IS DESIGNED TO FACfl.ITATE. THE DISCOVERY-METHOD OF LEARNING AND HAS:SMALL GROUP.
ACTIVITIES-AS AN INTEG L PART.OF THE PROGRAM:

le

The Pak contains:

WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT?',
A. introduction
B. Background Infoniation
C. Rationale
D. Study Approach

1. Dscovery Method of Learning ,

. 2. Group Wor
3., Group Work Ground Rules

'WHAT'S IN-IT FOR THE KIDS

Objectiiies

WHAT TO ROUND
A. Books

-B.., Films,. Filmstrips .

C.., Kit Supplies
D. Materials You'll We d To secure.

.1%

GETTING STARTED Time: 3-5 days Location: School and surrounding area

A. Motivation and Introd7tion Ideas
B. Vocabulhry Ideas
C. Practice In-field Study Activity
D. Practice Field Data She\ets

OUT IN THE FIELD! Time: full day Location: Camp Waskowitz or a similar
- native site which provides

biotic communi-a variety of
ties

A. Teacher Informat.lon For In-field Study Activity ,

B. Map of Three Distinct Biotic Communities at Camp Waskowitz
C. Field Study Data Sheet 1

D. Leader/Aide Guide

DOING SOMETHING WITH WHAT WE'VE LEARNED Time: 5-10 days

A. Teacher Information '

B. Forms to Compare Biotic Communities

.0THER THINGS YOU CAN DO
Suggestions of Further Activities\

WAS IT WORTH IT?
A. Testing Explanation
B. Student Attitudinal Test

C. Student Conceptual Test
D. Teacher Evaluation of Success of Stbdy

,

. SAMPLE STUDENT HANDBOOK

4

Location: ClassrOom



WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT?

Introduction

Have you ever-noticed two neighboring areas of native plant growth that are very
different? A certain type of predominant groWth will grow in one area and a
totally differentkind will grow near-by: Perhaps you will see a coniferoUOtand
right next to 4,detiduous area. Sometimes the boundary lines are distinctand

'other times they will feather-or fade together.

Haven't 'you wondered why two or more such biotic communities can be so distinctly.
9

different yet inhabit the same general environment? There are reasons far differ-

J

ences in plant niches. Subtle differences, to be sure, but the variety ofall bioiit

growth is fostered in the subtlety of the combinationg of environmelltal factors.

Sometimes the difference is' in altitude (i.e., the tundra line) other times it may
.be soil conditions (chemical and physical), water supply, drainage, temperature,
wind factor, animal control, diseases, logging, clearing, protectioh, of the,stage
in the predominant plant growth cyéle. Any one of these factow (or one of many
others) may be reason enough to dictate a change in plant grow* from one biotic
community to the next% The variety of combinations of determining faators together .

with the variety of plants and their requirements can produce an infinite-variety of
neighboring, biotic communi ties.

Thd first major activity is Tiarning to use the data gathering tools in'small groups

at their school. The second activity is designed to look tlosely.at three distinctly

: different biotic communities using data gathering tools and tcientific methodsof

_recording. This is either a field trip or done at Camp Waskowitz. The thirdA4jorl.

.
activity is using the scientific data in the classroom to reach concluSions'abouti

the sites, make decisions about himself and his surroundings and synthesize his eo

in the total ecological environment.

We will be lookinsi.at soMe of the more obvious environmental factors to tri to

determine the reasons for differences (temperature, soil conaitions, water supply,

drainage, acid or alkaline condition ofisoil, levels *of growth, animal eVidences).

The prime objective is not to determine/the reason0A7differences but to'become
aware that there are differences as wel as similarities and what are some of the,

more elementary determining factors in nat plant/selection.

ferous groove, a deciduous stand
obvious study for comparative research.

er categories of plant growth for

In the Pacific Northwest,;an evergree
and an area of mixed growth would be
Other parts of the country would cho se ot
comparative study perhaps.

You may have an area inclose proxi ity to your school that you can study, This

would give od an opportunity to co pare changes during the different seasons.
'This is bound to give you more bas s for comparisons than does research done at a
given point in time. Parks which Jave been kept in natural state are excellent

areas to study. You will need to heck to see if you need, to have permiision

for using the area.

We have aosen Camp4iaskowitz as ur study area because of convenience and

familiarity. If you have a sixth grade class, you cap plan to do the research /

during your week of Outdoor Education at Camp. Regardless of grade level you can ,

make arrangements to take a field trip for a day (a bus,goes to Camp every,Wednesday).

You will need to make early arra gements for this convenience.

One advantage for sixth graders is that you can arrange to'make the field trip

during a different-season than. ur week stay. This Pak can be used as a. .

lead-up to your camp experience. This would also give you excellent opportunity

to study seasonal plant changes. 5
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This Pak is designed to give you and your students the opportunity to observe study,
think, discuss and disco7r some questioni and answers-that are both scientific and -

. attitudina3.
.*

WHAT IS A HABITAT?

. BACKGROUND INFORMATION.

Every living thing lives, or does not live, in a certain spot for a definite
reason. Ihe place where anorganism can and does live is called ,its habitat.
The habitat prqvides the correct amounts of sunlight and.rainfall, the proper
soil, food supply, oxygen:or carbon Aioxide, temperature, and.shelter for.the
organism.. These factors adt as invisible "strandsP.that tie the organism to
itsliabitat by meeting the organism's minimum requirements and presenting no
more than the maximum tolerances allowed-by it.

. .

WHAT IS A BIOTIC COMMUNITY'?
,

One area may provide habitat's for a large variety and number of organisms
living together-in an atmosphere of cooperation, competition, and neutrality
which forms a biotic community. An acre-of'woods can contain many biotic
comiunities with differing vegetation, tempeature, sunlight, and water, and a
soil with a.differenttextute; pH, and composition. These communities are not

static, but are constantly evolving and changing.

.

WHAT.IS A NICHEZ,
4 'The ro)e that each organism plays within this community Is its niche. This

'che Is determined-by what the organism produces for the community, or what
it estroys, or whatit allows to surv4ve.'

HOW DO HUMANS AFFECT BIOTIC COMMUNITIES?
Human beings, like every other organism, have their own niche ih their biotic

communities. They may help other organisms'to surviye by culeatino certain
plants, providing olitimum growing conditions for them, and pr tecting them
from their natural enemies - or humans may destroy by tearing out a woods and
installing a blacktop parking lot.- they may cause a change. Kicking over a
stone destroys the habitat"forthe organisms that dwell under it; but in turn
sets up a new habitat for other organisms to move or he may live with the

other organisms in a state of neutrality. -The problem in the past has been.

that people dld not realize (or care) that they were affecping the whole
structure of their own biotic comOnity in their building of our.present tech-
nological society.2

. ,

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT TO KNOW? .

This question is well answered with a quotation by Peter Farb from.tcology,
page 16, Time Incorporated, Newyork, 1963.

"At first glance, it may not seem terribly urgent to man whether a particular
species inhabits the sunlit or shaded side of a boulder, or even whether different

kinds of periwinkles find separate ecological nichet only a few inches from each

other on a rocky shore. Yet the presence or abseece of forms of life filling
these niches will determine the success of qther species of We associated with
them, and these in turn will have a marked effe4 upon still others. No organism

lives without affecting its environment and being affected ;I turn. And it has

been increasingly demonstrated that the intricate strahds t at form the,ecological

web of life also enmesh mankind."



RATIONALE

,

Have you ever felt that we teacnchildren skills, oncepts, the use of tools and
. how to.gather informatiod, but not whatuto do-with this new knowledge? An example
of this, if you're a sixth grade teacher at Camp Waskowttz, is-taking a nature walk.
The children may be astute observaters,of the plant and animal, life, te able'to k

idehtify Specific plants and be keenly interested iff the preservation of the envirod-
ment. These are attitudes we wish to foster irrour envirbnmentastudies. Why do
we make provisions for the development of these kinds of attitud 's? What do we
want the children to do with this knowledge and these attitudes? .

.

Ultimately we want them to think. ,We want them to draw some conclusions from the
observations and skills that they have gained. We want them to make some deCisibns
about their environment. If that is our goal, then let's build that into the total
learning experience.. Children need,practtce in decision-making, drawing conclusions

: and synthesizin'g just as they need practice in the multiplication tables.
,

In this Pak the activities are planned.so.tht the children are introduced to close
-obServation, learn what to look for end become familiar with use of data-gatherinT
tools and data recording in the section entitled GETTING STARTED. In OUT IN THE
FIELD the children become astute observers and aPe led tb begin drawing conc)usions

:about the interrelationships of environmental factors. In the section DOING SOME-
THING WITH.LWHAT WE'VE LEARNED, the children are led into consolidating the data
they have gathered, draw conclusions about the relationships of the information,
making decisions as a group or as an'individual. and synthesizing the dm ct of this
type of,activity in their'lives.

..
STUDY APPROACH

DISCOVERY METHOD,

$

The most meaningful knowledge is that which we discover for ourAlves. It is when

information.is internalized that we gen make the best'use of it. The Discov ry
Method of Learning lends itself to efivironmental learning experiences. Essen iallY,
'the Discovery, Method is presenting a problem(s). to the-children, providtng th&wtb
opportunities for solving the problem and giving them a reason for applying it to
their lives. This method provides a framework.for:

,

* 1. introddcing neW concepts, skills, tools
2. using these cOneepts, skills,'tools
3. gatherinvinfotinition, research

1 4. drawing on paexperiences and learnings
.5. vekingdecisions about the why, when, where; what and how he is learning
6.. drawing Conclusions based on his learning 1

,
..,

7: synthesizing relationships between self and environment
8. self motivation because the child.is involved in his learning
9. peer motivation-because excitement in learning is catching

10. buildin'self-image bcause every child is suCcessful
,11. eiPloring group roles :
12. Aeveloping.tutor/tutee relationships in-a natural waYs J

LI go-



The Discovery Method of Learning in :this package is facilitated through threetYpes
of activities:.

,In the Lead-uprAiivities'(GETTING STARTED)'three,types of activities are provided:
1. motiVating ideas(several.of these are explained pick and choose the

ones that,fit you)
2. vocabulary development (gives a broader base ofundei:itanding.- Can be #

integrated With language arts),
3. practice infield study,(group work, sCientific recording, useof the'

tools initiated through short activit s)

An In-fied Research Activity (OUT IN THE FI Cb) is planned to\provide-fact-finding
experiencet based-on the practice in-fteld study. This activity is designed to be
used one of.the days the,class is at Camp WAskowitz-or on a'One day field trip to
Camp Waskowitz. Keep,in.mind that this material can be used to compare any bpiotic
commitiet which are distinctly different in environment and are,convenient to you. .

The Material for this activitY jncludes:
4 1. teacher information

2.1 map of the three areas at Camp WaskoWitz to be studied
3. forms for gathering bask scieritific information regarding the ecolOgical

faCtors of each biome'
.4. 'leader/gutde directions.

4

In the Follow-up Activities (DOING SOMETHING t:IITR WHAT WE'VE.LEARNED) the children:
are provided an opportunity to compare notes through large and small group dis-
cussions, make decisions about the'reliability of the information, draw in4epth
conclusions about the information they have gathered, and synthesize about the
relltionship betweert.this information and their environment. Extensive forms/a're
provided for drawing cOnclusions about each siterand comparisons' between the three
sites. You may,,find that you want to add or subtract from these'forms so that it,
Will fit youl" program. The quOtions can be considered a compreheisive.test.

What about the role of the teacher? Think of_rurself as, the one to prime,them
(get. plem Interested); facilitator (make "it _possible) , guide (g4ve,assiStance and
direction only where needed),and learner (get in and.get excited inlearning with,
them). The children will learn! All,you have to do is provide the.opportunities,'
materials and reasbnli ,

GROUP WORK

If ydt have never tried small group.woik, this-is a good way toget into it full
scale. We use it in all subject areas. We recommend group work for,this Pak
because:

it insures success for every child - success is the most impor nt ingredient

in building a positive self-image. A successful student is a self-motivated

learner.



*Atfacilitates Eadh child will contribute to the group
acCording to his talents and receive fromPhis group that whfch he needs.

a
Every child will work on. his capability level .and.at his own ratwof learning;

i .
. .

it gjves children the opportunity to interthange the teacher/stUdent roles.
Children wil and do assume the teacher.role in some instances and readily

4reverse rol s in another instance. When you hotice a child teaching, you are

priviledge o see learning at a maximum. When it is a child who is generally

:thought of as being a "low achiever" (reeding, writing, arithmetic) cherish
'it -- you will knoWwhy youbecame a teacher;

it simulates reallife working situations more closely than any other learning
activity. One of the majorAgpals in education should be learning 'to use skills

and tools that will be uset.1 to students as adults. Working and sharing in.a

group is certainly a real p nomenon; .

/
ft

it gives an opportunity for children to disco er, explore and develop their

roles in g'roup situations. Roles within a gr up often change-according to
the activtty and experience of the people inv lved. They should become

aware of whethe'r- they are performing as a lea er, contributor, absorber or

obslever (of the, others). It is good to discuss the feeiing'of satisfaction

one,receives from each role.

c>

°

1.

ORGANI2ATION.
-

.YoU may want iB chogiethe.group members in your. initial group activities but don't

be afraid to let them WhOose their own group partners. In the beginning they:Will

probably form convenience or friendship groups.but at they become experienced in

. group work.they will find that "working groups" may be tout are:not always,friend

.
'',shib groups.

Every group needs a Chosen leSder:and etsistant,(democratic governing) to be

responsible for the way the group-runs - prganizatlon, Work required4 behavior,

time lines.
16

O. ,
Before .beginning group work, discuss whet maketa good."wprkingAgroup":

K.

What isethe.role of the leader? ,

What is the role of the assistant?
Do you know,what you.will be doing?
Do yOu know'where toAciand.when to be baCk? .

DoyOu know the rules about gOixig to thelavatory or to get i drink?
,

If the activity requires a leader/aide,what it that person'supposed to do?

. .
What is)your-role if you,awe not atileader or assistant?

Where Will the teacher be?
?

kAfter each oup activity, discuss how effective their groups were:

°

, Dici you enjoyyour group? .

What made it a good, or not-so-good group?

. How can. each member make,it more effective
Do you enjoy Wotking in.a, group that has members Who don't contribute?

How can you help them? .

Are you a leader, contributor,,absorber or.obserVer of the group?



ip the Teacher - Ground,Rules!'
. ft,

1. Get their attention. Let them know that you're waiting quietly for their
attention so they will be,sure to know what they are to do.

2. Give general instructions of what they will be doing. -.Be .short and clear.

3: Give specifics of activities - how4 what, where, how long. Be positive ("Cer

may go as far aS the cedar tree.") Negative suggestions tend to invite negative

actions. "("Don't go past thè cedar tree.") 4

4. Give them a specific amount of time to form Uworking groups" of specific numbers.

. ("In five Minutes be in working groups'of three.")

-
5., Give-specific amount of time to,or anize'their group as to who is leader,

secretary, material-keeper, ebç. "In 45 'seconds, please----" or "By the time
I,count to 30, please ----"). Kep 0:4,prganization times short as it forces
them to make decisions with 1 confusion and haggling.,.

... Recap djrection very briefly.
. r ,. ,
7. Give, specifics as to how4 when'and' where activity is to end. ("At il:30 we

will gather at the fountain to sit .down_and discu,is what we foUnd.")

To Students - 'Group Responsibilities

1. You will need a leader And assistant (wha are responsible for the behavier, ,e,

the'safety, ihe organization of the group ).

,

2.. You are responsible for a specific amOunt of work as a group.

3. The more you put intd the group work, the more you will get.o t-of it and the
mdre you will enjoy it.

4.. Stay together at all timesi.

5. Meet.time

"

A really great group is'onein which the members are cooperative and work at

,/ helping each other,

10

tp.



MHAT'S IN IT FOR THE,K1DS?

OBJE'CTIVES
.

The children will gather and record information -in a ilaiiety of distinctly different
biotic commOnities.

.

The children will gather and reCITI basic scientiftc Information as to:
water'content, acidity and texture-of the soil
identificatian of plants itisthe biome at the three levels of grpwth habit
soilgand air temperature

J

. sun and,shade contitions .

. 'rainf&I4 estimation j
/

enimal habitation in,the biome
N

basic history of the area and specifically the immediate biome
0,

The children will use tools -and skills necessary to gather infoc-mation.
/..

The children will develop and use% vocabulary related tothis ecological.study.

The children will work jn groups. I.
ISM).)
OF

4

The children will Lese -small and Jorge group discUssions to compare information
gathered%

The children will assume 'responsibil.ity in group situations as to role, productivity,
behavior, leadership. 4

,The children will develop tutor/i,utee relationships withimA*MBrking groups.

A '

The Cdren will come to conclusions about organisms 11.01ngLin Certain environments
due ertain conditions,. ,4

. 4

The chit:Iv-en will synthesize the lel' onsatihip of this knowledge to the total ecology
.

.

picture. .

,..

''',

.

.

.
The children will synthesize the relationship of this knowledge to their own lives.. \\

.

The children will explore career opportunities that are related to and 6ffected by,
. this ttudy.
o

....

r

°

°.

'No



WHAT TO,RDUND UP

RESOURCE BiBLIOGRAPHY

With-the surge $:4 interest in our environment in the past few ,y4ars ere have come'
_many booksand filmstrips which deal with ecology, bideft, communities, plant life,
animals, soil, water,photosynthesis, and air%

-4,

Before starting this Pak we suggest you askoour resource librarian to put together
a cart of books, filmstri9sj_and other materials that will be of help to you and ,
your students during the gtudy. That way you, will have them readily available for
unexpected questions, browsing, research, and fieldwork.

The references that we have listed are the ones we fekl will be of greatest use
. for this unit.

BOOKS

Andrews, William A., Soil EcolOg,' Prentice-Hall, 1973
Billingtdn, Elizabeth T., Understanding Ecology.- Frederick Warne and Company, Inc., 1968
'Brown, Vinson; Reading fhe Woods. The -Stackpole Company, 1969. This field study .

book gives clues about what to look for in the woods and what the various kinds
of evidence mean. Good charts. ,

Chase, Myron, Field Guide to Tracks, Nasco Nature Study Guides, 1969.
Chate, Myron, Field Guide to Edible and Useful Wild Plants, Nasco, 1965. /
Colby, C. B., The First Book of Animal Signs. Franklin Watt, Inc., 1966, Take this

A,

book with you when you are hoping to discover some animal tracks,.
Farb,,Peter, Ecology. Time, InC., 1970. (One of the Time-Life Nature Library) '

'McCombs, Lawrence G., What's Ecology, Addison Wesley, 1963 f

Nickelsburg, Janet, Ecology (Habitatse Niches, and Food Chains) ..J, B. LippincotfCo.44 1-96S

Platt, Rutherford, 1901 Answers to Questions about Trees, Grosset and Dunlap, 1959.

.
t"reat for really inquisitive students and a help for.the teacher:, too.

ftAngle, Laurence,.Ecology .(Scifsce of Survival) Macmillan Company, 1971

\ Pringle, Laurence, From Fielltdta:-.Forest kHow Plants and Animals Change the tand)
t

- Wor1d1Fiublishing-Com0OW070. A photographic essay that beautifully showt

.
the rejuverai cycle.orI*15iotic community as it changes from a bare patch of

* : , ... .land a Ibrest. .

Sterling, rothy, The Story'of Mosses, Ferns, and Mushrooms. Doubleday and Co., .

'Ind. 1

Storer, John H., The Web of,Lifg (A First Book of Ecology) Devin.--Adair Company, 1967

-t,
Aocom, Charles, Dasdanft, Ray, The Pacific-Coastal Wildlife Region, Naturegraph Co.,-

. , Healdsburg, Caltfornia 1965 , .

.

,

Z4m, Herbert*S., and Alexander C. Margin, Flowers (A Guide to Familiar American: "-
yildflowers) Golden Press, 1950

, , . A

Zim, Herbert S. and Alexander C. Martin, Trees U-GUide. to Familiar American Trees)
Golden Press, 1956. The above tWo books,are excellent to,use as.field guides
and for work with specimen identification':

( 1.

FILMSTRIPS

Building_the Soil. McGraw-Hill Book Company, #694711
Forest Plant and Animal Relationships. McGraw=Hill Book Company, #694714

' How Does Man Change Ecosystemsl Educational Coordinates; Graphicom, 1970,

What is,an Ecosystem? ,Educational Coordinates; Graphicom, 1970'
The Web of Life. McGraw-Hill Bool Company, #405595

12



WHAT TO ROUND UP - continUed
-,.

. FILM.

THe%Soilmakers". This pay, b:edifficUlt :to get because it A contained in .some of
the,Camp .WaskowiWkIts, bUt: it is.extellent to uSe before the field study 4'
because- ii s:hOtits students-.what'. to look for, when searching for eVidbci:of

insect "life in thie.foreSt. . '

, Kit .Suppl ies

12 soil thermometers
1,2 soil testing kitt

--,12 plant identification book

. .2 books: The Pacific Coastal Wildlife Reibon, $2.95 each
Yocom, Charles, Ray Dasmann, Naturegraph Co., Healdsburg, CA., 1965

.1 0

Materials you'will need to secure for Practice In-Field Study:

I y 41

-,;.12 baby food jars with lids for gathering soil samples
1 -roll of masking tape to label jars



For your convenience the films used tit this ELE are listed on this.tear out sheet. Simply add the dates
required and,mail to the Instructional4aterial Center,,ERAC,

Please try.to place orders

3 weeks in 'ADVANCE in DUPLICATE

SCHOOL

, Project ECOlogy

Detach here

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS HIGHLINE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

TEACHER GRADE

I.

yillbols for materials not booked:

NA pot, available
Sub - subst itut ion

- withdrawn ORIGINAL

DATC

FILMSTRIP

NO,

....
PILM3IRIP3 Hilt DATE

WANTED

NOT WANTED

AFTER

DATE

CINFIRMED FILMS
DATE

WANTED

NOT WANTED

AFTER

DATE

CONF IRMO)

Buildini the Soil 111111,1Mill
Forest Plant Al Animal III 1111111=1.111

,

e a ions ips

11111111 1111111NM=How Does Man Chan e Ecos stems?

1111/11

MEI
IMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIWhat is an Ecos stem?

El=1111111111111111111

11111=111=11

11111Il

The Web of life

1111.11
1.1

III

11111111111111111.

MIMI= Mill

, .



Before beginning'motivation activities please administer pre-test.

HOW TO GET STARTED

You probably have some ideas of how you would liketo begin this' learning package.
The suggested activities may serve as primers to further your creative thinking.
Pick and choose what fits you and your class.

Mini'Observations - A fun thing to do! A good way to begin this Pak. Spread the
children out in a grassy area. Have them take three somersaults in any directioni
.lie face down and spread their arms to make a circle of approximately 2,feet in
diameter. Using this as an imaginary boundary line, have them look very carefully
to see what they can discaver within the'circle. Direct their thinking to plants,
animals, soil, stones, moistureetc. You might ask them to make a list or take
small specimens to compare results in class.

Nature walk - Take your children on a walk around your own playground oe a nearby
native area. Stop frequently to talk about the differences in plant groWth at
different levels of growth, in different areas, during different seasons'. How many
similaeities can you find?

V
Sit down in one place and be absolutely quiet for 5-10 minutes. Listen to the'

sounds around you - nature sounds. Be watchful of the miniature world around you.
The movement of a grass leaf, the path of ants, a hole of the-earthworm. -Watch a
spider spin a web. Let a caterpillar crawl across your arm. How many questions
can you formulate in your mind while you are being quietly observant. (How? Why?

Where does it go? How does it do that? How many legs does it have? How does it

eat? Where does it live?)

Guest speaker - Have you ever had your local naturalist in for just a friendly chat
with your class about nature and his interests? You may know of nature lovers with-

in your Own neighborhood. If not, ask around. The speaker need not be a professional

naturalist, just enthused and interesting. You will probably want to talk with
your speaker beforehand to communicate just what you want this nature talk to do:

'44 'get their attention, produce' wonderment, induce unanswered questions, promote
enthusiasm, whatever. Emphasis should be on informality, obvious enthusiasm, variety
of specimens in nature.

Mr: Harry Lemon is a marvelous resource person to whivup interest in nature., Rick

Sullivan, Bill Weppler, Carl Jensen are excellent speakers from our own district,
who aee most knowledgeable about Camp Waskowitz.

A
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Notebooks
your,

help
this

46
ACTIVITIE510 MOTIVATE

- This s a good time to begin construction of a notebook; to accommodate
past o, future nature study material. A notebook is an excellent way ,to
develop organfzation of and responsibility fortheir own material. If'

is their first-notebook, give,tkent assistance in proper ordee,,and form..

Basic oraponents: );

Decorated COver

Tjtle:page,:
4ndex
Obdy - Drwized:

- the'finished size bfl.40 nbtebook determi* raatetiall

to use (binder, fol:ger; make your own from woOedrZbardboard)

ccording to .subject,*aOlv.ities.or time 4uSe'dfvideri)
Encourage. ictureS,,Allustrations'and'appropriate printed articles.

t011sographyaY WinOlUdedYafterpa0 related article
,

,..

;de'

, I 'f

:fiir\notebo6k entries

. ,

rofiles:see',Caik materkI ili).4
2. 41umerouss09.:testcresul4
3. leologicalltudy of.earthlayets
4. s011 conselpia.096' '7Send away for materials (U. S. Dept of Agriculture)

'Animal Study
1 . Research one apill#1 or family ,
2. Sketches,
3. Study of native animal habitats'
4. Research of track identification
5. Study, of pelts - (supply at Camp)

Mapping
. 1. Learn how to map

X:. Map own area
1.3. Map of Camp
4. Imaginary maps

InsectbStudy
1. Shew results of traps around your school
2. Research common insects
3. Photography of webs or habitats
4. Art projects using insect ideas.

Compass
1. 'Camp compass course
2. Make a course of your school grounds
3°.' Compass instruction sheet
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Weather'Study
1. Water cycle
2. Cloud observation and diary
3: Weather diary '

4., Temperature recOrds,

Nature Cycles
1. Food web

... 2.'.Life chain
' 44411 3. Water, cycle
,0 4. Plant cycle,

I

I/45. Weather cycle
., ,

1 (

Al' iyaskowitz Collectior4 Diary or Record Plant Study
l'Iplant classificatton \

c.\2. Venation,margin, pud'arrangement
- -3. Plant growth pattern'

4. Germination expertments'
5. Diary of a house plant

Diary of 3 types ofplants during spring month (deciduous, conifer,
'4 ground plant)'' \

Dissection of a leave - cell study
,

lant identification
,

Photosynthesit, experiments
101. Specimen Gather ng - An independent activity in which the children\

gather leaf-Or s ed specimen from around their hqines and bring to
.

q
as many as.possible.. This is a good time to i ., e the plant

school. In small groups they can pool their to identify

Identification resources, aVailable to them in yo4 'school.

Jhey may Want to mount,their iCientified specimen on heavy paper to
be included in their notebooki or make a large composite identifi6
cation Wall chart to be added to as they find new specimens. If you..
are:using leaves, be sure to'press them in a telephone book or
newspaperi for at least two weeks before mounting with rubber cement.

IL. Identification qf Native Specimens - Give the students a working page
for 'each suggested specimen (see nextpage for an example). jhey
are to independently locate each specimen in their home community
and retbrd the necessary information. At this time they should
collect ond press a specimen for each so that they can.later mount
them to enter in their notebooks.

When they_are-at Camp (or any designated different biotic community),
they_locate the plants again andrecord the information. They now
havalcoMparative data to make some,limited conclusions about the
niches of these sPecific -plants. 7

When their notebooks arg near completion, thley should mount the
specimen, which have been pressed and record the scientific-data.
For the working page, ditto copies 'qn lightweight paper are suffi-
'dent but you will want to use heavy paper (tagboard or biology
paper) for mounting the specimens because of,the,weight of the
ecimen.
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Suggested Native Specimens to Gather

Salal

Sword Fern
Oregon Grape
Red HuCkleberry
Qcean Spray Spirea
Alder

t ,

Make a c4ge'for each specimen as beiow.
4

Pacific Dogwood
Western Red Cedar
Douglas Fir
Western Hemlock

*Madrona

Western Hemlotk

HOMe. ,:',- Camp
.

.Home Came'

.1
LiSt the native plants-that are grow
ing near your specimen plant. Describe the smelT,..of the .'Soll .

,

...
.

#

Color.and .texture;..ofAhe soil...: .

Is the soil wet 'damp, dry?

.

., ii fhArPximate hegt o .specmen,
_.

Is the plant.in a sunny or shady 'place?

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

.
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VOCABULARY IMELOPMENT

This study lends' itself beautifully to the interaction Of the study disciplines
because of the extensive vocabulary possibilities. You may want to worlk it into
creative writing, reading, research or spelling.

Ecology Dictionary: You could begin a class dictionary of ecology vocabulary to
be added to all year. At the end, of the year, you could have a copy typed and
bound for use in the library.. Each child may want to keep their own dictionary.
It is a good addition to their,nature notebook.

acidity

'VOCABULARY

maturity

alkaline microclimate
0,

biome neutral

biotic community 'niche

broadleaf nutrients

climate orginic

coniferous organism

cycle pH

data photosynthesis

deciduous predothinant

deductions prime

dominance regeneration

ecology soil

environment specimen

evergreen subdominance

habitat texture

humus vegetation.

hypoitesis
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PRACTICE IN-FIELD STUDy

Teacher Information In this actiVity the childreh will go to the school grounds to. "

learn to-use the soil'tdsting kit_and soil therMometer and how to record data that
'they, All need to come to cohclusions about their scientific:observations. Let them
know that this is a practice session sa that they will be comfortable and efficient
on a more extensive in-field study later ,on.

How to use the soil testing tools:
.

.

The soil testing kit should-contain easy direct ons. In general the pH of Soil is
determined by a simple chemicalatest where ssitie indicator soTution (in the
kit) is added directly to a soil sample in a test plate or tube (in the kit). Allow
sediment to settle. 'The pH,is measured by the color the soil turns the-solution (a

, .color chart is contained in the kit).
0

The soil thermometer is' large and sturdY. It may be Fahrenheit or Centigrade measure
ment. Caution: The thermometer is breakable.' Make.a hole in the soil with a pencil
before inserting the thermometer. Be sur.4e to carry it in the case! '

What do you need:
Each group: 1 baby food jar (label with group #

1 soil test kit
1 soil thermometer
1 plant identification book

Each student: pencil

clip board, notebook or other hard surface, for writing
1 soil data chart

.0 vegetation data chart
41"

Getting ready to go into the field (school yard): '

See Group Work.: To tlj, Teacher - Ground Rules for specifics in group organization.'
1. Distribute the Practice Field Data Sheets to the 'children so that they will be

Jamiliar with them before going into the field to work. You will notice that
the forms are instructive in nature and need little leadrup. Give them time to
go over the sheets. This'is the time to ask queStioni.

2. Have the children form "working groups"'of three students each, to go into'the
school grounds (biome) to gather information about a particular site (biotic
community). Within the group the children should decide who is to be leader,

.who is.responsible for the soil testing kit and who has charge of the soil
thermometer and identification book. Assign-each group a number.

3. Draw a freehand map of the total area on the chalkboard. Designate where each
group is to go by,placing numbers on the map. Be sure each group understands
where their biotic commUnity is. You will heed to decide whether your group
must be within your sight range Or lf they can be responsible for the activity
without constant adult supervision.

4. Distribute'soil testing kits, thermometers and identification bookSI Check to
be sure that'each child has pencil, hard writing surface and data sheets.

5. Designate-a time for activity to end (approximately 30 min.) and where the totat
group is to gather to compare'data.

6. Be sure that they knoW where they are to go, what they are to .do and when they
are .to return. You will want to circulate between the groups, giving assistance,
encouragement and adding enthusiasm.

7. At, the agreed upon time, gather at the designated place to compare data about
the different biotic communities. You may want to have them compare-by groups
(two,groups compare and then move to Wither groUp to compare) or by total class
discussion. ,
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A

DiSCUSS the whys in relation to the similarities and differences they disco
Ask questions to encourage them to come to their own conclusions even if they are
wrong. .They,11 make other deCisions later, based on gained knowJedge and experience.

Nave them look. carefully At the soil samples (cOlor,'texture,'composition, mO-isture).
tee.if they c*,cOme.7to ani cOnclusions as to.the, relationship those cnaracteristics
hive to tne pO reading§ And_the kinds,of plants groWing in each area.

. .

ou might want to lead the clasSinto researching pH finding§. This 'could bejn. a
ection of the conservAtion notebook..related to.soil., A pH test on any substance

, will indicate the aci-dity or-Alkalinity of the substance. In.soil; a.low pH reading
(0:0-7,0) inecates acidity-and a.high pH reading (7,0-14.0) indicates alkalinity
with 7.00. indicating neutrality. ACid soil is composed,of a .1610 amount of rotting
organic matter. Evergreen plants usually require an acid soil.: Grasses nd dec+ous
plants genera)ly nequinl an alkaline or neutral'soil

;

The chillren now have had experience in.the, discovery method of learning, small
group work-, makink.decisions and drawing conclusions based.upon theWresearcb.
They are familiar with the data gathering tools and material.,I,and in-field datA
gatneOng techniques. They are ready to go into an area to observe three.biotic
communities, MAke,scientific.notations and:come back to the classroom to make
.indepth conclusions about.relationShips within,these communitfes, between these
coMMunitieg and what that has to do with them and their future,

22



, Name

PRACTICE FIELD DATA SHEET
Levels of Vegetatian

Group Number

The purpoe of these sheets is to Ove you Some experience in gathering and recording

data. It will'help you work efficiently when you.actually go out to a wooded area°
ta observe and record data to bring back to the classrooM for further study and

. 2

discussion.
114

A. Look around you for the tallest plants you can see. 'These will uSually, ,but not

always, be ttAees. These plants are in the upper leVel of vegetation. 7

1. Find the place on the blart for the upper level and write the name of one

.
of the, kinds of plants you See-m n. this level.

2. Decide how manyikplants of this_ same kind thei'e are in thi general area.

Check the .apprdlpriate box for either many, few, or one.

3. Do this same thing for-two other kinds of plants you can see in this same

level-. .(Not..every area will haVe three different kinds in this level so

record thfaccordingly.-)
B. pecide which plents are in-the middle level of vegetation. These will generally

be shrubs and small trees.; They should be talleethan your wajst.but not as'

tall as the plants in the upper level. Record data for this level the same

way-L-you did for.the upper level.'"

C. Study the lowest level of vegetatibn (grasses,,wildflowers, -ferns, vines) and

record three txpes of them on youn
r

Upperlevel - more than 3 times taller thanyou 10 ft.
.. P

_Name Many Few *One

,

,

, .
. .

.

Middle levei - higher than your Waist

. Name Many. Few One

-
.

.

. -,,..

,

Lowest Level - ground level.up,to your waist

. Name Many Few One

'.

,

,
.

,

.

.



PRACTig FIELD DATA SHEET,

SOIL

. Name GrouprINumber
,

Aaybe you've noticed how different soilsseem to be in different places.
Near the ocean the.soil is almost all'§end, and along some river banks it

is thick and slimy witb tTay, fill dirt pushed.along a ditch is likely

be light colored'and gritty,. mixed with rocks, while in the woods it often

feels soft and rich and looks chocolate-brown: Soil does vary from place

to place and maybe you can discover some of the reasons for this.

A. Find a spot.where the soil.is exposed. Use a stick or pencil to maire

a hole five or six-friches deep and insert tbe thermometer into it.,

Ease:the dirt around the stem of the thermoMeter and let it remain
in the soil, for about five minutes bafore you e.ead and record the

temperature.
B. . Use the kit Instructions to take a pH reading"of the soil in this

same spot.
C. Loolccarefully at the color of the soil.

D. Feel the soil.to determine its texture. You may need to study ge whole

area to Aecide whether.or. not it is rocky.

E.':,1.1ew wet does the soil feel?

ofy Hold some of the soil in your hand and try to squeeze it into a
Abes it retafn, this shape when you unclasp your hand? 1.47

, G. Can you describe the smell of the soil? You may not agree with the,

others 6f your group. on the smell of the soil, but givejour own opi n.

II: Fill your soil sample Jar with soil from vour area. Label.the jar'with xour
group number.

Ue the chart below to record the data from above:

,.SOIL DATA

A -The temperature is: degrees Fahrenheit Centigrade

II-

'B What is the pH of the soil?

C
.1( .

The tolor is: yellow-brown Chocolate-brown
,

almost black
I--r-- T--

D The iexture is: rocky somewhat rocky not ropky
I--

,
I

E The soil is: wet. damp
r-

dry
r--

F Can you mold your sample into a ball? yes no

G
f,

Describe the smell of the soil:

2 4.



A

FIELD STUDY DATA SHEET

NAME - LEADER'

painc COMMUNITI. #
GROUP, NUMBER,

LEVELS-OF VEGETATION.

Upper Level
' , Middle Level .

._

.

Lower Level

Name Many Few One Name Many Few One Name . +Many Few Une

.

.

.,
.

.
.

v
.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.
,

. .

. .

.

,

SOU, DATA

A

_

The temperature i : degrees
I
Fahrenheit TI Centigrade

B What is the pH of the soil? I

C The color is: yellow-brown 1---thocolate brown ça1mostb1aek
0

0 The texture is: rocky somewhat rocky not rockyT--

E The soilis: wet
,

damp

Yes

i---

E
dry

no

JT
F Can you mold your sample into a ball?

Describe the smell of the soil: .

LANDFORMS

What interesting objects or landforms"do you find in this area?

Obiler-t---- Possible Origin . Location

. . .

. . .

ANIMAL DATA

Can you identify any signs of animal or insect life in this area?
.

Evidence I . aticin_ AnIma1 .

,

e

r-
,

. .

. .
,

. .

-
..

.,

.

,

.

2 5
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Teacher Informatlon .

In this activity the chil
different biotic communiti

-IN FIELD STUDY ACTIVITY°

404 .01

be gaAering research data about three distinctlji\-
hich are in.close proximity. They will work in grodps

Of.5-6.students and one leader-aide: av the Children form "working groups" before
leaving school. You may want.to be a lead -aide of a group or ctrailate between
groups. -This activity is where the meat of k is. It is in this activity that
the children can demonstrate their mastery of the soil testing tools. Thit is where
they gather the infOrmati,on that they wili Use in class to make comparative studies
about differgpt biotic communities. From this activity the children can gain back-
ground that will help them to make conclusions about these three biotic communities,
their total .eriOronment, and the relationshiOs between them and the total ecology
picture.

This activity is designed to be carried oUt at Camp. Waskowitz while in residence or
you may arrange a field trip:to Camp on theAay the bus :goes up empty. It's fun.
to go in a different season than your regular caMp experience SQ that the,children
can make seasonal comparisons. Please notethat.the activity can.be carried out
in any area that provides a variety .of distinctly different biotic communities.

In residence of Camp WaskOwitz

You will want to make sure that y u take all of the materials withyou to.run this
activity.

High "schoorcOunselors are-assigned to you.on a daily basis so you won't need to
make further arrangementslor leader-aides. Go Over the attivity, time schedules,
and map with the aides. They should know how to use the tools. If not,.let the
groups instruct their own aides in this.

The actual wOrk in data gathering could be &me in a two hour span such as the
morning class time or. afternoon class time but that would be.rushihg the students
through the research and have them rushing from place to place.

A more comfortable. schedule wOuld be:'
1. BiAtic community
2. -Biotic community

CaMp schedule -Meet at bell

3. Biotic community
. 4. Afternoon break

. 5. Class discussion, sharing and recap

Camp,schedule - meet at bell

9:30
10:15

11:30

1:30
2:15
2:45 .

11(

3:30
-

If you have added extra time instruct y leader-aides in short alternate activities
mini hike% nature "sit and watch", short scavenger nature.hunt, look for something no
one else would 'find or see your camp materials for further ideas.

'TT
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Field trip

we planning to run this activity on a field trip you will wantoto make sure
yoti have planned carefully:
. travel irrangements
permission to use site;,,,

lav,atory facilities d
1 lunch-arrangements

shelter if necessary
arrangements for leader-aides
providing materials
plan for breaks

As with any field trip you will need to make arrangement's through the district
'office. Tbat office will take care of travel, lavatory arrangements and give you
idOes for lunch possibilities.,, Usually they will take care oft permission to use the

site.

yobAcCto camp you can use the facilities there which are not being used by
reSidenCe=!graps.. You Can probably use the campfire facilities to cook or the Council

around'the fireplace to eat a sack lunch. Be sbre to check in advance.
4,:,difficult to plan for cooking out (who is to bring what, how much do we need,

.hOw, dolgec¢ok it?) but it is well worth it. You might want to make Hamburger stew
T6-a,Can for1unch and fry biscuits. Apple crisp or fried doughnuts and cocoa are
gdod break'i6a.s. If you cook have a dry'run with your class at school.

'You will,neecUto,make early.errangements for leader-aides. You may be able to
..,-aYrOge for.high school students who have been camp counselors to assist you. You

; will .nekt0-:clear.it through their home school .rather than going directly.to the
Stuaents.',Iflyod.have particular students in mind, say so. Another possibility
would -be tadets'working in your building. Parents are a good choice of Jeader-aides.

The leader-ai,des would feel more comfortable if you -had a short meeting with,them
to fill them in abobt the events of the day. Go over the Leader-Aide Guide with
them - schedule, map, sample data sheet. )Che children can instruct them on the use
of the tools. Let them know they are pot in a teaching role but one to insure
safety, enthusiasm, promptness angl security. They will probably-be relieved. If
you pre cooking, go over the complet recipe,and procedure. This is one area Where

the children will need help andNnstruction.
42.

will want to plan a short break in the morning, sufficient time for lunch
(especially if you are preparing and cooking it) and a short break in

boarding the bus. Your schOule might look like this if you go to

Board bu's , , 7:00
.

Arrive at camp and orientation 8:00
,

Biotic community (fill in)' 8:30

Break - snack at campfire 9:30

community (fill in) 10:30

Lunch preparation 11:30

Short recreation /...k 1:00

Biotic camunity cfill in) 1:30

Group discussion, sharing, recap n Council Hall 2:30'

Break - snack in Council Hall 3:15

Recreation : 3:30

Board bus 4:00

You

before

27
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Plan ahead for breaks. As mentioned earlier you may wish cooking a snack or having

the children bring their own'- or both if you have morning and afternoon breaks.
Remember they left early and OM get home late.

Talk to your leader-aides about short activities they may do if they find they have

extra time: mini walks, scavenger nature.hunts, nature "sit and looks","I see

something that is yellow, has four wings and hops", be dehumanizers (pick up signs

of man-litter), look for something to share with the class, see your camp materials

for other ideas.

Plan for one large group activity or several small group activities to have during

your recreation time. Avoid turning them looseto rUn off steam on their own.

Try to plan break times for your leader-aides and yourself during the children's

breaks Take turns supervising and relieving each other.

Plan on rain! It's a very long day aftd4can get cold and damp if not properly pre-

.' pared. Rain won't really hurt anything if everyone is dressed for it but can ruin

the Whole day if not..:4nsist that the children wear or bring waterproof coats;

boots and hats - adults, too! They can always be stashed somewhere'if you are

blessed with good weather.

This sounds like a lot of preparation and planning for a field trip. It is but it

is well worth it. It. is not only a fun day, but a real learning experience.

Whether on a field trip or at camp for the week, be cautious aboUt planning too many

things in the day. Plan for the three biotic community researches to be unrushed.

Allow plenty of timeto move from actiyity to activity (part of the learning is

absorbing and ,appretiiting,nature). Tuild in your break times but keep ifflexible

in case you need to mgke changes. Have alternative or fill in activities available

for you and your0eader-aides to make every minute count.
-

Materials you'll need' '40
3 data gat&ring sheets per child
soil test kif for each group
thermometer for each group
plant'identification book for each group
lunch for each person
break snacks for each person
first aid kit

. raingear for each person
pencil for each person - a few extra

a hard writing surface (notebook is ideal'as it helps protect the sheets)

backpack for each group to'carry the tools. If each person has one they can

carry their own supplies.

f
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LEADER/AIDE GUIDE

Leader

Groups

Before you start be sure you have:

A. Leader/Aide Guide Folder which contains:
Leader/Aide Guide'Sheet

. Sample Study Guide Sheet
Name tags
Map of the three biotic community sites

B. For each student in your group:
pencils
3 Field Study Guide Sheets - one for each site
clipboard, notebook, or other hard surface to write on,

C. For group use:
soil testing kit
soil and air thermometers
specimen identification books s1/4

Your group is responsible for completing the data sheets for each of the

three sites. You are free to plan your time allowing'for the4needs of the
individuals in your group. The only set time guides are listed below.

Order of biotic communities:

Start at site #
Go on to ,site #
End with site #

°Schedule:
,

Morning break A.M.
Meet for lunch A.M.
Afternoon break P.M.
Meet at

DON'T WORRY if you don't know a lot about plants, soil, and the like. It

is really better if you don't because then you won't have'to resist the
temptation to tell the students the answers; The purpose of thi'S study

is not to supply tnem w4th a lot of answers and facts,, !apt ratheIpto let
them learn to reallyobserve, question, and to formulatiptheir oWn answers.
Your job is to help them search and record the.data 'accurately so they can
use it for later cl'assrooth study. The students have had practice using
the kits, thermometers, and the data sheets so your main,r9le will be to'
keep the group working together and on a reasonable time schedule. :Try

to get the students to accept most of the responstbility and leadership.
Discipline -is usually not necessary with this kind of activity. Usually a
hand on the shoUlder and an interest in what the student is doing is enough
to handle the problem. Have fun:

7 .30
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PIELD 3TUI3Y DATA SHEM
LEADER

BIOTIC COMUNITY #

-L Upper Loyca
.

Ntime 'Many 'Few_

,

tin 'ELS Oi i/EnETATION

GROUP NUMBER

I.

1Middle 'Lei/el Lower Level
Oz10 .Nam-67.7=Tilany,Pow "Oho I,' Nalmey Mani: g_iii--One

eern_ S;11411 x c r

7iim14 &of; e4 X

c
:

401/../n..
be- riarn

Let hies-

T;144:22(

SOIL DATA

A! The temperature 11

B What is the pH of the soil

.s--6degrees I Fahrenheit.

C The color is:

The texture is:

yoilow 71, rown

rocky'

,The soil is:' wet J

Centigrade--

chocolate-bro

somewhat roc

damp

alMost black i

not roCky tT
1-4

Ca4pyou .b 11? yes

dry

no

Describe the smelk of the soil: _Sot 74. of Atufee_

LANDFORMS ,

1)74/

WhAt intoreating Op 3acts- or ilandfoilma :do you find in :this arta/

PO31101rig4L-
/ 02c44

Object
Wok alre. r crc
40,61 evp 411, E C.orner crf

0

Can you identify anT_
Evidende

ANIMAL DATA

si:gns of animal or insect

ft'S/c7/U e )

Location

Aers'c Ay-

life in this area? =1

cor,c-)/)/-6. r eM7424:._



FIELD STUDY DATA SHEET
NAL , LEADER 'GROUP NUMBER

, . .

BIOTIC zammcin-rri--7-7-7-7.77-
LEA,/fLS-OFVEGETATION

Upper Level

Many Few One -7NaMe

Middle Level

Many 4F w

Lower Level

One --Tame Many-77-6.7---Ghe

_1-

A The temperature i :" degrees Fahrenheit n Centigrade

What is the pH of the soil? .

,

C The color is: yellow-brown F--chocolate brown' Falmost black

not rockyD The texture is: rocky rsOmewh,it rocky T--

, The soil is: . wet dampr" r dry

F Cageyou mold your sample into a ball? Yes no

G Describe the smell of the soil: ,

LANDFORMS

What interesting objects' or landforms do you find in this'area?

nhiprt Pocsible Origin Location

ANIMAL DATA

Can you identif)yany signs of animal or insect life in this area?

ATITmalLocatinn
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'CONCLUSIONS ABOUT BIOTIC.COMMUNITIES

TEACHER INFORMATION

It.is in this part of the study thatAthe children will use the information
that they have gathered. This is..where they will operate on all of the
various levels of reASOnifig from'reC011 ,to application to evaluation and
Synthesiiing. Not all children will operate on the highest levels of
reasoning.all of theHtime but all will learn:And apOly this inforMation to
thefliselves: It is in, this seCtion that the-children-will assume the tutor
or teacher.roles within their groups. The best teaChers.are often-among the

1:feer.group..

We suggest that the children work on Conclusions in the same group that they
did tne in-field research. You may want them to work on one biotic
community at a time with Comparisons last or you may, wish to let them
organize their group and work as they see fit.

Since this material covers the range of reasbning abilities, it may be'
considered a comprehensive evaluation of the activity as well as a valuOle
learning and practice activity in thinking. If you use it as an evaluation,
you may use your own method of judling.

This activity is best done in'the classroom. You will need one CONCLUSIONS
ABOUT BIOTIC COMMUNITY # for each site researched for each childc,
They will need only one copy of COMPARE WHAT YOU KNOW ABOUT EACH SITE per;

,

student.

a



CONCLUSIONS ABOUT BIOTIC COMAUNITY #

PLANT GROWTH

A biome takes its name from the predominant growth in the arpa. Would this
biotic community be in a coniferous biome or deciduous biome? .

Why?
,

Were the plants in the upper level of growth mostly of the sime-type?

Why do you suppbte tTiis iS so?
.s,

RI

How are they*spaced?

What are the prime factors that determine this? .

Look at the variety of plant specimen on the middle level of growth. Do you

notice a variety of specimen of predominantly one type? Why?

What does sunliglit have to do with this level of gcowth?

'2

What role does the'middle level of growth play for Ihe benefit of the upper
level?

ir What role does the upper

level of vegetation have in relation to. the 'middle level?

/ .Lower level?

What Condi;tions are necessary for these plants to become established as

- new plants?

When they reach matUrity?

What future do you see for the middle level plants?



CONCLUSIONS (Cont d)

Are'tbe plants on the loweeleve) evergreen or did you see evidence that

they "die back" during.a certain season?

Will these types of plants continue t9.have their niche in this biotic

community? Why?.

ANIMALS AND INSECTS 6P,

..).. a e.

Many animals and insects have all or part of this biotic cc:immunity as their

t
habitat. Some ou courd see evidence of and some you couldn't see. very
organism not on y receives-benefits from-its community'but contributes,
something to it s well. What evidence did you see of,animals contributing
to this community?'

What evidence did you see of insects contributing to this communi

What does the upper level of vegetation contribute to the habitat of animals?

Middle?

Lower?

What does the uppgr level of vegetation offer to benefit insect life?

Middle?,

Loiver?

What did yoLnotice about the,differences in e animals and insect inhabit
0

the different levels of veg44ongrowth?

SOIL

What fac rs dio you see as contributing to the texture the soil? How?

T
Itt

What relation does texture of the soil ha44 taJdo with the pH?'

6
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CONCLUSIONS (cont'd)

.) Water Oainage? \(
c

TeMperature?

,ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

What relationsKip do you see between air temperature and the predominant

plants in this bittic community?

How .does the climate of the area affect the plants? .

plant growth?

What does the sUnlight have to%do with the

..Thinking about the types of plants growing at the upper and middle level of

vegetation, .rhow much direet rainfall does this site receive?

What relation does this have to do with the amount

of evaporation that takes place?

What evidences did you see of man at this site?

HoWhas man received benefits from this biotic community?

How has mancontributed to the biotic community?

What do you see as the principle factors which contribute to the total

.

ecological environment of this' .biotic community?

37



COMPARE WHAT YOU KNOW ABOUT EACH SITE

Each of the Sites you research is a speciftc kind of biotic community, ya ,

all are within a short distance of each other. What do you see as-the main
reasons the biotic communities are.different?

9

, .

What similarities did you notice in plant growth in researCtIng.the three
a" r

, biotic comunities?

Similarities inlhe soil?

Differences?

Similarities in the temperature?

Differences?

Why? 4

41,

Do you see them as being more similar or more different,in twenty years3,.

Why?

Keeping in mind that animals must have food, homebuilding materials and pro-
tection, use the information you have qathered and your past experiences to
deduce what animals nright live in each of these biotic communities. Remember
that part of an animal's protection is concealment, so you might not have ,

seen evidence. We're looking for ideal habitats,^where they have found a nithi.

Si.te #1

Upper Level

Middle LeVel

..LOwer Level

Soil

Site #2 Site #3



COMPARISONS (cont'd)

Which of the three biotic communities

to the most animal and insect life?

Why?

you think is of the most benefit

What evidences do you see of the past history 'f each iiiotic tommunity?

Site #1

Site #2

Site #3

4_
. -

'Can you pPediot the future of each biotic community, based upon.your research

.and what yowwere able.to observe about the surrounding areas?
.

Site #1

Site .#2

2,4

Site #31 .(

What 'benefits4do'you see of each biotic community to the total
I
ecological

environment?

.74

Stte-#1

Site #2

Site #3

HOW m-Ight etch be_a det,himenttto the development of society?

Site #1

Site #2

Site #3

39
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. COMPARISONS (cont'd)

. *

Using the photosynthesis theory,whieh area do you suppose has the highest
level of productivity?

,
Which-biotic community 'hes the' most water over a WHO of a year?

Pretend for a moment that you are a bwilding contractor-hired to choose a
4

site for a project and that each of these three.biotic communities is of

equal size and acces ility. Which of the three sites would you choose to

Why?
-0

Stretch your thinking and see how Many jobs, occupations, careers and
vocations tan you list that would'be directly affected by the change or
preservation of these biotic coMmunities. Be-creative and imaginative:
When you havpe made.your lfst, compare with your group members. Can your
class come up with twenty-fivejobs or vocations? Fifty? One hundred?:
More?::

40
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FURTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES

1. Conservation tebooks
t

.

2. Independent r search on new-found interests ,

3. OYal reporting
4. Speakers who can clear up any unanswered questions
5. Slide and tape presentations made by the dhildren to s.how similarities,

differences, learnings, new ideas. Slide pictures may. be made of
scenes they want to show, of pictures they find in magaZinesand books
that would tell the story, or by transfer slides_ (using clear contact
paper and slide mounts). Call ERAC to secure camera and film.

-6. Collage of several or one niche relationships within a biotic community.
7. Cartoons illustrating history or future of a.biotic community
8. ;Produce aisimilar study unit to be used by another group
9. Analyze this study.unit to make revisions and omissions to improve

10. Poetry collection (metered, freeLform, cinquain, haiku, etc.)
11. Make plans of-particular studies that class wishes to do at camp
12. Produce # continuing ecology dictionary

.

.13. Animal research and study of live-safe animal traps
Compass course and mapping of the biotic'communities

15. Calculating the value of the timber in any of the sites
16. Returning to the biotic communities in a different season to compare

the'camp and contents
17.. Bird study b . . .

18. Ffling results for a class to use five or ten years hence for comparisons.

4:

4
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PRACTICE FIELD DATA SHEET

LEVELS OF VEGETATION,

Name Aroup Nupber
4.

I

The purpose of these sheets is to give you some experience in gathering and
recording data. It will help you work efficiently when you actually go out
top wooded area to observe and record data to bring back to the classroom
forNtarther study and discussion. -

J.
Look aroundyou for the tallest plants you can see. These will

usually, but not always, be trees. These plants are in the

upper level of vegetation.
1. Find the place on the chart for the upper level and write tile

name of one of the kinds of plants you §ee in this level.
2. Decide how many plants of this same kind there are in thU

general area. Check the appropriate box for either many, few, or

one.

3. Do this same thing for two other kinds of plants you can see in
. this same level. (Not ever; area will have three different

kinds in this level so record this accordingly.)

B. Decide which plants.are'in the.middle level of vegetation. These will

.generally be shrubs and small trees. They should-be taller thallyour

waist but not as tall a the plants in the upper level: Record-data '..

for this level the same way you did for the upper levql.

C. Study the lowest level of vegetation (grasses, wildflers, ferns, ,

vines) and record three tyi)e5 of them on your chart.-

LEVELS OF VEGETAWN

Wiper k.evel ,
4' Middle Level . Lower Leiiel. -

--tiameZulY--E.U.--Qng-..Namg__--tillL.-EAIL.QIII_._AMC__._..Msll.l.Y-..-Fsd..-Dne-.

----- . . .

- . . , 4

. ...................e IN
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NAME
BIOTIC COMMUNITY if

FIELD STUDY DATA SHEET.
LEADER Gimp NUMBER

LEVELS OF VEGETATION

Upper Level

Name Many Few

Middle Level Lower Level

One Name Many Few One Name many Few une

,

SOIL DATA

A The temperature is: dle.i.;e'es Fahcenheit I-I Centigrade

B" Whit is th'e pH of:tbe soil?

The color is: yellow-brown F--chocolate brown 'Falmostblack
i-

D

. .

The texture,is:, , rocky rsomewhat. rocky not rocky ,T--

E The soil is: wet "4 1--, dry .

r--

F

,

:Can yoltmold yOUr.sample into a ball? Yes no 1--'

Gcribe
..., ,

the smell of t e soil: 4
.

CANOFORMS

What interesting.objects or landforms do yodfind in thi's'area?

0 ert Possible Origin. Locktion
.

,

. .

I.

,
T.

4 -

'

0

C

AN ImL, DATA

I

Can you identify any signs of animal or insect life in this area?

in dence AhlmalL LocAtinn

4

4 4 ,



FtELD STUDY DATA SHEET

NAME LEADER GROUP NUMBER

muIt'a1MpN171 #

Upper Level Middle Le

-7Unc Many Few One. -Tame _EWE

LEVELS OF VEGETATION

4.

Ago' ...;

el

Pew One

Lower Lev

Many

el

jew -One

SOIL DATA

A The temperature is: degrees Fahrenheit r-I Centigrade I--

What As the pH of the soil?

C The color is: yellow-brown 1--thodolate brown Falmost black

fhe texture ts: , rocky r--somewhat

-4-

rocky not. rock..,*,,%T-- [--

E The soil is: , wet damp '' .

..,
dri ,-. '',f- 1--

&
I-

F Can you mold your sample into a ball? Yes

,

G Describe the smell of the soil: .

,,
LANDFORMS

'-vihat lqteresting objects'Oelandforms do you find in this area?
.

Object .. eusible Origin . Location

,

,

,

,

,

.

I ,
s .. .

. ,

ANIMAL DATA (1

,.

-tan you identify any signs of animal or insect life *this area?
.

tvlaence I. Locatitm Animal

,

.,

.

,

.
,

;...



NAMt
BIOTIC C,IIIMUNITT 1 .

FIELD STUDY DATA SHEET.
LEADER

LEVELS 'OF VEGETATION-

GROUP NUMBER

Upper Level

Name Many Few

_Middle Levei Lower Level

One Wine . Many Few One Name Many Few une

1,-

SOIL DATA

lc

,6/1 'file tempe rature is; degrees
, [

1 Fahrenheit : , .Cntigrade.-s-

B What is the pH of the soil?
.

C The color i : . yellow-brown [chocolate broWn. glIiiott-biack r--

D

,

The texture is: ---\_,/rocky E'somewhat rocky not rockyI--

E The soil isC wet, - damp' dryr-
F Can you mold your sample jnto a ball? .Yes non 1--"

_
Describe the smell of the soil:

LANDFORMS

What interesting objects or larldfPrm$ 40.you find in this area?

Pctssib)e: OrAi Location

ANIMAL DATA

Can you identify any signs of animal or insect life in this area?

tvidence Lecatinn AntMal

.
,

,

A



Name

PRACTICE FIELD DATA SHEET

SOIL

GroUp Number

Oaybe you've noticed how different soils seem to bc.in dtffercht Places.
Near the oCcan.the soil iS almost all sand, and along some river banks it
is.t4ick and slimy with clay,-filLdirt pushed along a ditch is likely to

.be ligh colored and gritty, Mixed with rocks, while in the woods it often
feels soft and richliand looks chocolate brown". Soil does vary froM place
to place aWMaybe ypu can discover some of the reasons for this.

A. find a spot where the soil -i,:.exposeth 10A.PeA Stick or pencil, to make ,-

.:. a hole five. or Six inches cid-eland insert the thermometer into it. '
Ease the-dirt around the stem of the thermometer and let it remain
in thOsoil for about five minutes before you read and record the
temperature. .

B. Use the kit instructions to take a pH reading of the solloiri this
same spot. . - .

C. Look carefully at the color of the soilr ,

.!.11.:,;.Feel the soil todetermine its texturej You may need tot4eudy the Whole.
isareai te.decide whether or not it It rocky.

Iowiet feel? ..0
. .

.

, .::HOldsome-::df the.S01,1n your hand and try to squeeze it into.a ball'.
.A)oeS-Attetaln this'shapewhen you unclasp your hand?
:HCOn4OU'describp the smell' of .the sot4?You may not agree with the,
,..others of your group on the smell of the soil, but giVeypur own opinion.
1)41 your sotl sample Jar with soil from ynur area. Lab'el'the jar with your
Ai-our) number. ,

Use the chart below to record the data from above:

SOIL DATA.

A The temperature is: degrees Fahrenheit E Centigrade il

B What is the pH of the soil?
,

C The color is:
.

yellow-brown Chocolate-brown almost black
r- 1-- 1--

D The texture is: rocky somewhat rocky not rocky
f-- 7

E The soil is: wet damp
.

dry
r--

.

F Can you mold your.sample into a ball? yes no
r-

G Describe the smell of the soil: .

47



, CONCLUSIONS ABOUT BIOTIC COMMUNITY II

P L AN T GROWTH

. A biome takes its name from the predominant growth in the area.
biotic cominunity be in 'a coniferous biome or deciduous biome?
Why?

Were the plants in the upper level of growth mostly of the same type?

Why do you suppose thfs iS so?

How are thex Spaced?

What are the prime- factors that determine this?

Look at the variety of plant specimen on the middle level of growth. Do you
notice a variety of specimen of predomidantly one type? Why?

4g7,.

What dol., sunlight have to do With this level of growth?
. ,

4

What role does the middle level of growth play for the benefit,of the upper
leYel?

Whae'id.'Wdoes the .Uririer
,

, .

etation have in relation to the middle leve17-'

"'

.

..Wh4tdonvitioris' ple necessary for these plants to become established'-as

,

.- When they reach maturi.ty?
..

-What .ifutyre-kto ybci See for the middle leVel plants?

4 8



t
CONCLUSIONS (Cont'd)

,

Are the'plants on the lowen level evergreen. Or _did you see evidence that

they "die back" during a cesrtain season?

Will these types of plants continue to- have their niche in this biotic _

communi ty? Why?

ANIMALS AND INSECTS

Many animals and insects have all or part of this biottc communtty as their
habitat. Some you could see evidence of and some you couldn't see. Eveny
organism not only receives benefits from its, community but contributes
something to it as well. Wha,$. evidence did You see of animalslEontributuiy
to this community?.

,

What evidence did you see of insectsj contributing, to this comunity?;

.e

What does the upper level of vegetation contribute tb the habitat-orinimals?

Middle?

Lower?
o.

What does tbe upper level of vegetation offer to benefit insect life?

Middle?

Lower?

p
1What-'did.,you notice about the differences in the animals and insect inhabit

t edif rent levels of vegetatiOn growth?
g

SOIL
t

What factors do you see as contributing to: ttie-texture of the_soil? How?

What relation does.texture of the soil have to do with ttje pH?

49



COVLOSIONS (cont'd) .,.
Water drafnage?

TemPerature?

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS -

What relationship do yoU see between air temperature and te predomi nant

_plants in this; biotic .community?

How does the climate of the area affect the Plants?,

plant growth?

Thinkinrabu,t the types -of plants growing at the Upper and_middle

-vegetation,_'-h.p.w much dire-ct rainfall does this site receive?

What does the sunlight:have to_do with the

; What.relation does this have,to do it1j.the amount

evaporation that takes place?
tr

4IWhat evidences did you see of man at this site?

How has man received benefits from this biotic community?

How has man.contributed to the biotic ornm

.

4

What.do.yOu see as-the prfiiciple factors w h.

enviroriment of this bicitic co
-

' bute to the total
st.4
t,: -,:mr:

-A. ?-"..... ,..r.....,,,-.-

Or N.
S.

I
Amt.
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COMPARE WHAT YOU-KNOW ABOUT EACH SITE

Each of the sites you researchAs a specific kind\Of biotic community, yet
all arc Within a short diStanee of each other, What do you see'as the main
reasons-the biotic communittes are different7 '

4°

4

hat similarities diCi you notiee in plht growth inrgesearching the three

iot4c.comMunitiqs?

A

SiOlarities in the soil?
'4.14

Differences?'

Simi 1 ari ties the temperature?

Differences?

Why?
, -,

Do you see them is being more similar or more different tn twenty years?

Why?

Keeping in mind that,animals Must have food, homebuilding materlais and pro-
tection, use-the information you have gathered and your past experiences to
deduce what inimals might,liya in each of these biotic communities. Remember
that part of an animal's protection is conCealment, so you might'not have
seen evidence. We're'looktnOor Ideal habitats where thpy have found a niche.

Site #1 Site #2 - Site #3

Upper Level

Middle Level

Lower Level

Soil
5 1



a.

COMPARISONS (cont'd)
. .

Which of the-three biotic communities do you think is.óf the most benefit
S.

to the most animal and. insect life?
4

Why? .

,

What evidences do you see of the past history of each biotic community?

Site #1

Site #2

-r
Si te #3

I.

0.4

Can you predict the future of each biotic-comMunity4based Upon your reseatçh

and whaX you,were able to Observe about the surroundingtareas?

''Site #1

Site #2

Site #3

,

What benefitq -do you see of eiCh biotic-community t6 the total ecological
environment? -4

.Fite '#1

Site #2

Site #3

How might each be a detriment to the development of society?

Site #1-

Site #2

Site-#3,

go



COMPARISONS (cont'd).

Using the.photosynthesis theory which area.do you suppose has theshlghest
level of productivity?

' Which biotic comdun-ity uses the most 'water over a period of a year?

Why?

Pretend for .a moment that you are a building 'contractor hired to choose a

site-for a project and that each.of these thrbiotic communities is of

equal size and accessability. Which of the three.sites would you choose to

build? Why?

..

Th.

Stretch your thinlang and see how mahy jobs, ocapations, careers and
vocations can yoU list thatwould be directly'affected,Oy the change or
preservation of these biotic communities. Be creative apd.imaginative
When you have maple your list, compare with your group Members.. Can your
class come up with twenty-five jobs or vocations? fifty? One hundred?!
More?!!'
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Pinoe-ThorsöhP k

Directions

NAME
GRADE
'TEACHER:

Put your name: grade, and teacher's nameat the top of the pane.
, the questions below, circle the answer you think.is

1. A biotic community is d

a. an ecologically *Conscious community
b. an area of interacting plants,and-animals
c. a .plot of land devoted to biologfcal experimentation
.d.. a group-of underwater farms

Which type,of plant occupies a niche?
a. a.deciduous plant
b. a fern or other spbre-bearing plant-
c. a mushrOom or other parasitic plant
d. all of these

Soil With low pH is
a. acid

alkaline'
c. neutral
d. sour

.

1, ,

4. Soil With a high pH probably contains much
a. glacial till
b. sand and rocks
c. clay
d. decaying plant material

5. Which type of plant requires a high pH?
a. upper level
b. deciduous
c. coniferous
d. broadleaf

.6. Which of the following is a deciduous plant?
a. maple tree
b. ,madrona tree
c. fern
d. moss
e. mushroom NN

7. Which of these would mit be a tool used to gather data on a biotic communit, ?
'a. thermometer'
b. light meter .

C. small axe
d. soil test kit
e. .magnifying glass

.;

For each



An area where.lots of oak treesgrow would be.ca ,

a. a coniferoi40iome
b. a deciduous biome
c. an evei.green-blome
d. an!'20.ka1ine biome

Although three biotic communitievmay be very ntar each other, the soils
may not receive,the.same amount Of rainfall because,

a. plant coverage varies
b. altitude varies-
c. cloud cover varies
6. temperature varies

10. Which gas is a product of phptosyrithesis?
a. nitrogen
b. oxygen
c. hydrogen
d. carbon monoxide

11. Which gis do plants need in order to produce'esugar?
a. nitric oxide-
b. sulphur dioxide
c. carbon Monoxide,

carbon dioxide

12. Which of the fOlowing is a.coniferoUS prant?
a Douglas fir

b"C a Japanese maple
...asparagus fere

d. "ild grass -

e. Tbckberry vine

13. tower ley,t1 yegetatia6is made up of plants which
.4 a. if.e,eaten by the more primitive animals '

b. arerepward the lower end of the food chain
c. groktlose to the ground.,-
d. survive at low elevations, near sea level

14. A4o1ogy is the*study of
4a. how pollutiokaffects plants and animals

b. how man can 'ht. nature
c. what man needs t survive
d. how plants, animals, and the environment interact

a
.

1 . You are Game and Wildlife ComMissioner. A Washington State farmer,asks
if he can bring from Africa a herd of one hundred antelope to out on
his farm as a tourist attraction. What would you tell him?

a. Yes. We want to attractoore twists to Washington State.
b. Yes, if you make certain-they are not disease-carrying..
c. Not until we study the animal's t'ffect on the .plants arid

animals already here.
d. No, the state's wildlife is already overpopulated.

3
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